CUBESPIEL:
1914-18
EXAMPLES OF
PLAY

Introduction
Cubespiel is a military game which is just as much about forward
planning and logistics on the home front as it is generals being
innovative, pragmatic and daring in turn. The learning process
takes time and is costly for all involved. Mobilising your
country for maximum effort takes sacrifices and requires the
ability to think not of the next offensive, or the one after
that, but next year and the one beyond. You never know when you
might need a ‘Plan 1919’.
In this guide are three examples of play: one each for Command,
Open Warfare and Static Warfare. This is the most important
document to read. The rules have a lot of moving parts, and
getting a feel for how it all fits together will pay dividends
later on.
This document is not a replacement for reading the actual rules.
It will help to explain and illustrate those concepts, but does
not cover all of the nuances and possibilities.

COMMAND

In this example of play, we’ll be looking at a turn in the Command
Room. Remember this covers three months of time. It is currently
May-July 1916.
Firstly let’s look at the different parts of the Commander’s job.
This consists of the minimap:

The Research Chart (coloured Technologies have been completed
already; poker chips represent those with some progression):

The Command Chart filled with Industry Cubes:

And finally the Recruitment Track:

The first thing that happens at the start of every Command Turn is
that Commanders receive their Resources and Industry Cubes. If you
take a look at the Command Chart, you’ll see that Resources are
producing Six Chips per Turn currently:

For this Turn, Germany receives three Industry Cubes also (this is
determined by Events).

Actions can be done in any order in Command, and none of them are
binding until halfway through Team Time. Let’s start with our
Industry as that might influence other decisions.
Germany is looking to go on the offensive in the following Turn, so
deploys additional Industry into Intelligence (to win the
Initiative) and Artillery (to increase the number of Assets they
have). In order to actually gain any bonus from the Initiative
however, they need an additional two Cubes. They pull them from
Training and put them in the Initiative instead, filling up that
section and granting them a bonus:

Following their Industry, Germany decides to tackle Research. To go
along with their new Artillery Assets, they decide to complete the
Artillery II Technology. Because they’re planning on switching to
the defensive for 1917, they also complete the Entrenchment III
Technology. Each requires an additional two Resources be added in
order to complete as they are on the “6 Months” space currently.

This is how the Recruitment Track looks after Research and Industry
has been completed:

Note that the Technology is not yet available for use as we are
still in the middle of the Turn.
The Germans decide to put their final two Resources in the
Initiative, giving them three in total (with the Intelligence
bonus):

In order to gain additional Troops for the next Turn, Germany
decides to move some Cubes around on the Recruitment Track. They

push five Cubes forward from “6 months” into the “3 Months” space
(who will move into the Reserve at the end of this Turn). As the
cost for doing this, they also move five Cubes back from “6 Months”
to “9 months”:

Command is happy with its decisions, and waits for the Ops Players
to return. Halfway through Team Time, everything is locked in. The
Recruitment Track all moves down one space:

Artillery II and Entrenchment III are completed and now take effect.
They are returned face-up to the Research Chart:

Finally, Command assigns Troops and Assets from the Reserve to Ops:

With this step completed, Ops return to the Map Room with their
Cubes, and a new Turn begins.

OPEN WARFARE

In this example of play, we’ll be walking through a Cycle of Open
Warfare. We’ll be looking at August 1914 (the first Cycle of the
game), focusing specifically on Germany’s push through Belgium. This
Cycle represents one Month of time.
Here is the situation in the sector in August 1914:

We begin by giving Orders. In 1914, the Initiative goes Britain >
Germany > France + Belgium. Placing Orders in reverse Initiative
order, Belgium and France will go first.
Belgium decides to defend Brussels rather than going on the
offensive. As a result, they give an Entrenchment Order by placing a
Cube on top of an Entrenchment Marker:

France decides to try and delay the Germans in Belgium, placing
their Start marker on themselves, and their End marker outside
Namur:

Germany has decided to keep its force concentrated. As such, it only
sends a small detachment of Troops to contain the Belgians outside
Brussels:

The rest of its Units it sends to turn the French flank along Reims,
with an eye on Paris. They place their End markers in order to
create a deep penetration. Note that I Army’s End is four Region
Borders away, so if they fight in any Battles they will not reach
their End this Turn:

The British place their Orders last. Worried about the Germans
having an essentially free run at Paris, they move into a blocking
position at Mauberge:

With all Orders placed down, we move into Impulses. In the first
Impulse, the Germans and British each move one Zone. Note: The
French don’t move because of a special event in 1914 - they must
wait for the Germans to cross the border of Belgium before moving.

With everything moved, the next Impulse takes place:

The detachment from German I Army has reached its End marker so it
Stops. The rest of the Germans have just entered a Zone with a
manned Fortress:

They can choose whether to Stop, or whether to Assault the Fortress.
Naturally they decide to Assault it. This results in Casualties on
both sides equal to the number of defenders (two Cubes), however the
Germans have the Heavy Siege Guns Event in the first Turn, halving
their Losses:

With the Fortress dealt with, it’s on to the third Impulse. The
British reach their End Marker and Stop. The Germans and French
however are trying to Move into the same Zone at the same time:

Because they have the Initiative, Germany decides that they shall
Move in first, forcing the French to launch an Attack against them:

Because Germany have just Moved into a Zone with a Fortress, they
must immediately Assault it, in the same manner as before, losing
one Cube.
The French must Attack:

The first Step in a Battle is to total the number of Cubes each Side
has. In this case, Germany has 30 Cubes, and the French eight:

Next we determine what Dice will be rolled for both Sides. The
Germans are defending, meaning their Infantry Die is a D6. The
French get a D4 for their Infantry Die as they are Attacking. Each
Side rolls their Die, with the French scoring a three, and the
Germans a four:

We then total up the Cubes plus the die roll, giving a final German
score of 34, and a French score of eleven. The difference is 23:

The Germans therefore have seven Cubes vulnerable (23 are safe
because of the Difference, 30 - 23 = 7). Because they Lost, all

eight French Cubes are vulnerable. Consulting the Casualty Guide, we
look at the “7” row for the Germans and the “8” row for the French:

As such, the Germans will lose three Cubes as Wounded, and the
French will take the same with an additional one Cube Dead:

Having Lost in a Battle where both Sides were Moving, the French
must Retreat as if they were the Defender:

They elect to Retreat South in order to gain the Natural Defence
bonus around Mézieres. They also hope the British can hold the
flank.
The Germans immediately pursue as far as they can. In this case,
it’s only one Zone as I Army are immediately blocked by the British
to the West and II and III Armies by the French to the South.
All German Armies decide to Attack the Enemy forces facing them:

Starting with the French Battle, both Sides total up their Cubes and
work out their Dice. The French are Defending this time, giving them
the D6, and an additional D4 from being in Level I Natural Defence.
The Germans just get a D4 for their Infantry Each Side rolls their
dice and totals the result:

Another German victory, although by a much narrower margin this
time. We consult the “12” row for the Germans (17 - 5 = 12), and the
“4” row for the French this time:

The French must Retreat again. They decide to pull back to Reims in
order to benefit from the Natural Defence:

Germany follows, with III Army Stopping at its End Marker. II Army
could decide to Attack the French outside Reims again, but decides
the odds are not good enough, Stopping as well:

Further North, the Germans Attack the British with ten Cubes to the
British four:

Dice are rolled and totalled:

A fairly comfortable German victory, putting five German and all
four British Cubes up for Casualties:

The British Retreat, taking up positions North-West of the French in
order to block German progress around the flank:

The Germans follow, but by this point they have fought a Battle,
reducing the number of Borders they are allowed to cross to three.
Attacking the British again would be their fourth border, so they
are forced to halt at St. Quentin:

With all Armies Stopped, we move into the Cleanup Phase. The first
thing each Player does is fill out a Message to Command using the
Template:
I control Army
Group...
My Strength is...
I am fighting...
Enemy Strength
is...
My frontline
runs...

BEF
50

%

GERMAN I ARMY
~70

%

SOISSONS

My objective is
to...

PREVENT THE CAPTURE
OF PARIS

My confidence in
success is...

LOW / MEDIUM / HIGH

My Reinforcements
needed are...

ALL

Units

I control Army
Group...
My Strength is...
I am fighting...
Enemy Strength
is...
My frontline
runs...

FRENCH NORTH
25

%

GERMAN II/III ARMIES
50

%

REIMS

My objective is
to...

PREVENT THE CAPTURE
OF PARIS

My confidence in
success is...

LOW / MEDIUM / HIGH

My Reinforcements
needed are...

I control Army
Group...
My Strength is...
I am fighting...
Enemy Strength
is...
My frontline
runs...

TEN

Units

GERMAN NORTH
60

%

BEF / FRENCH V ARMY
30

%

ST.QUENTIN - RETHEL MÉZIERES

My objective is
to...

CAPTURE PARIS AND
DESTROY V ARMY

My confidence in
success is...

LOW / MEDIUM / HIGH

My Reinforcements
needed are...

20

Units

Belgium also completes its Entrenchment at this point:

Having read and responded to the Messages they receive, Command
sends back Reinforcements:

These are placed in Initiative Order, meaning the British place
first. They decide to concentrate strength, knowing they can respond
if the Germans try to turn the flank:

The Germans place next, strengthening I and II Army for a continued
swing around towards Paris:

The French go last, spreading their Reinforcements out in order to
guard the flanks, and bolster the British who lie on the most direct
path to Paris:

With Reinforcements placed it’s time to begin the next Cycle,
September 1914:

STATIC WARFARE

In this example of play, we’ll look at a Turn of Static Warfare.
Remember that this covers a full three months of time.
Here is the situation on the Western Front at the beginning of 1916:

SID
BOU
The orange cubes represent the different Battles which are taking
place. The Sideboard is where the action actually happens.
We’re only interested in a small section of the front in this
example.

As you can see, there is no Battle currently taking place in this
area, hence why all the Units are still on the Map.
The first thing which happens in each Turn is that Reinforcements
are placed on the Map. The Germans have the Initiative, and as such
they make the Allies place their Reinforcements first.
The French decide to send five Cubes to Army Group North (Armies IV
and V).

As they’re more concerned with an attack coming from the East as the
Germans try to secure Belgium, they assign the majority of their
Cubes to V Army.
As well as new Units, the French also need to assign their Assets to
Armies at this point:

With the French having completed their Reinforcement Phase, the
Germans do the same. As they are planning on mounting an offensive,
they assign a whopping 30 Cubes to this Front:

As the French did, they also assign their Assets at this point:

Following Reinforcements being placed, Orders must be given. Because
the Germans have the Initiative the French must declare their Orders
first. Knowing that an offensive is coming, both Armies decide to
Dig In:

Sure enough, when the Germans place their Orders, they launch an
Attack against V Army:

When all the Orders have been placed by both Sides, they are carried
out. In this case, we need to bring out a new Sideboard because a
new Battle has been started:

We also need to determine the Battle Boundary. The Germans are
Attacking with two Armies, meaning that they are allowed to pick two
adjacent Enemy Zones to try and capture in this Battle:

As you can see, they’ve selected the two areas with V Army Units in,
but none with IV Army. They’ve successfully managed to isolate one
Army from its sister.
The French may also place Boundaries down. However, because the
French only have one Army, the only Boundary they can choose is one
of the German Zones out of which Units have Attacked. Fortunately
for the French, because the Germans have Attacked from two separate
Zones, they automatically get a Boundary around each Zone:

At this point Units and Assets are moved onto the Sideboard:

Note that the French have Entrenchment Level 2 Technology, allowing
them to fill two Entrenchments.
The French also have Artillery Level Two allowing them to pick the
“Counter-Attack Doctrine” Tactic, which will keep some of their
Cubes Safe.
Note the Germans have been consolidated into Chevrons, each of ten
Cubes.
The Germans have Entrenchment Level 3, allowing them to have three
Entrenchments despite being on the Attack.
They also have Artillery Level Two, and assign one Artillery Asset
to a Creeping Barrage (keeping Cubes Safe) and three to a Hurricane
Bombardment which will allow them to roll an additional Die.
With all of the Cubes and Assets moved to the Sideboard, this is how
the Map now looks:

Note the use of Army dividing sticks to mark where the actual
Frontline is. This matters if additional Armies are added to the
Battle.

Because one of the Zones the French are defending has Natural
Defence (ND) Level 1, they may give one of their Entrenchments Level
1 ND. Because their other Zone has no ND - and they must distribute
the values as evenly as possible - they must leave their other at
zero ND.
With the Battle setup we can begin.
The first Step is for the Attacker to choose a Depth of Attack. The
Germans decide to Attack two Squares, and pick both of them in the
French ND Level 1 Entrenchment to try and grab good territory whilst
the French are still weak:

The next Step is to determine how many Cubes each Side has. The
French can choose how many to put up, and in this case they decide
to defend with everyone:

They have 23 Cubes, and because the Germans are Attacking at a Depth
of two, they add an additional 50% for their Bonus. Defender Bonus
is always rounded up, giving the French an “additional” twelve
Cubes.
The Attacker always commits all their Cubes (63):

With the Cubes determined, the next Step is to figure out what Dice
each Side is rolling.
The French receive the following Dice:
● 1 x D10 for their Infantry (as they have Infantry Level Two)
● 1 x D12 for being on the Dig In Order
● 2 x D4 because the Germans are Attacking two Squares with ND
Level One

The Germans are rolling:
● 1 x D6 for their Infantry (they also have Infantry Level Two)
● 1 x D10 for their Hurricane Bombardment from the Artillery

With Dice determined, all that’s left is to roll them:

The French roll totals 22 which they add to their Cubes and Bonus to
find their final Total (57):

The German roll totals five, giving them a final score of 68:

A clear German victory, but we still need to determine the
Difference for Casualty purposes. 68 - 57 = 11:

This means that eleven German Cubes will automatically be Safe when
looking at the Casualty Chart.
If we start with the French, they Lost meaning all 23 Cubes are
vulnerable to be taken as Casualties. If you remember however, they
assigned their Artillery to Counter-Attack Doctrine, keeping five of
their Cubes Safe. As such eighteen Cubes are vulnerable. We find the
“18” row under the “No. Cubes” which gives us the following line:
No. Cubes
Survivor
Wounded
Dead
18

9

8

1

We remove one Cube permanently as Dead and add the eight Wounded to
the French total Wounded this Turn, which will be taken back to the
Commanders during Team Time and placed on the Recruitment Track.
We apply the same calculation to the Germans, although theirs is
somewhat more complicated. They started with 63 Cubes. Because they
won by eleven, that number of Cubes are Safe (52). Additionally,
they employed a Creeping Barrage to keep another five Cubes Safe
(47).
If we check the “47” row:
No. Cubes
Survivor
47

24

Wounded
19

Dead
4

As such, we remove four Cubes permanently from the game, and send
nineteen back to Command.

Because the Germans Won the Battle, they can Mark the two Enemy
Squares they Attacked:

With all the Battles completed for this Turn, all Cubes can Move
around as they desire, with the Germans (as the Initiative holders)
declaring that the French will do their Moves first.

The French move an additional 120,000 men into the Battle, and the
Germans an extra 200,000.
With Moves finished, all Players head back to their Team Room for
Team Time. Control will also take the Wounded Cubes back and they
will be placed on the Recruitment Track.

